
Adjust, adapt, evolve, succeed

Aerospace
transformation



In the face of rapid technological advances, market consolidation, competitive threats, growing customer 
demands, new market opportunities, changes in capital requirements, and other pressures, aerospace 
businesses must t ransform how they do business or be left behi nd. 

ThoughtFocus propels change throughout the aerospace enterprise-re-engineering processes, empowering 

people, expanding enterprise knowledge, and instituting new systems that help clients develop winning 

360-degree, real-time digital solution aligning product/service development, manufacturing, QA, marketing, 

 Synchronize enterprise functions 

 Provide value-added context to decision-making 

 Harmonize the customer experience across functional lines 

 Integrate efforts into a single, networked, operations backbone 

Apply business enterprise intelligence
ThoughtFocus' total solution approach stems from deep experience in aviation and aerospace product and 

increase productivity, boost performance, improve quality, save money, and result in a faster time to market 

Delivering
transformative solutions

Warehousing and distribution
Product and service
design/development 

CRM, aftermarket, and 
customer support 

Manufacturing and production

Supply chain and trading partners Marketing, sales, a nd eCommerce 

Customer
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Domain area expertise from product planning 
through recycling

 OEM 

 MRO-components 

 Aftermarket OEM 

 Parts distributions 

 MRO - heavy 

 Assets management 

 MRO-engines

Consult > guide > execute
Business functions do not exist in isolation: 

product/service design impacts manufacturing and 

production, which impacts quality, which impacts 

ThoughtFocus designs and delivers tailored solutions 

that replace silos with easily integrated, 

intelligence-driven approaches that optimize the 

overall functionality of the enterprise

The transformation journey 

We aid in this transformation by providing strategy, planning, development, and implementation services to 

Stakeholder Ownership
and Governance 

Strategy Alignment Identify and Prioritize 

Value Realization 
and ROI

Transformation Solution
and Roadmap

Align strategy with
business g oals 

Establish the business case
and ROI for the initiative

Time to delivery and 

Assess a nd
prioritize opportunities

Codify steps to
lean transformation

Engage leadership and
associates in continuous

process improvement
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Creating un paralleled business value 
The business transformation ecosphere incorporates all elements of the enterprise, evolving the organization 

bogged down by "business as usual" into an agile entity that is robust and resilient - an intelligent, visually 

Lean transformation
Optimizing people, p rocesses, a nd systems
We leverage business intelligence by capturing all transactions and automating change, providing you visual 

controls and actionable information that enables real-time adjustments to events and incidents which impacts 

Advanced business transformation
Delivering the full promise 

capture and process information on the environment, people, and machines - assessing status, location, actions, 

and exceptions to empower smart systems that inform, alert, coordinate, and connect all process stakeholders, 

RFID smart tags, barcode readers, environmental sensors, access control, visual controls, and management, 

Transformation Solution
and Roadmap

Our transformation
services span strategy, 

development, and deployment
consulting

Product lifestyle management 
  From planning to recycling

Customer relationship management 
  Prospecting, sales, support, service 

Supply chain management
  

Compliance
  

Manufacturing engineering services
  

Enterprise resource planning
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Experience 
Supporting aviation and aerospace with advanced engineering design, manufacturing, and compliance testing 

Business Partner
  A valued business partner to aviation businesses around the globe, ThoughtFocus assists partners in lowering 

  An integral part of our clients' solutions delivery team, we form strong relationships with their management, 

manufacturers, and suppliers; ensuring complete transparency and tight alignment between teams and 

  ThoughtFocus knows aviation and aerospace manufacturing, design, testing, and IT from OEMs to 

aftermarket service providers, continually advancing our experience and industry-leading methods, investing 

in personnel and tools, and creating innovative solutions to supply chain challenges

  Our expertise in re-engineering processes and implementing strategic enterprise solutions has helped our 

business partners optimize logistics cycles, establish manufacturing and supply chain networks, overhaul 

Specializing in SAP S/4HANA - run simple, run smart
Enhanced data management, analytics, app development, and more accelerates innovation

Whether you are employing legacy systems, migrating to HANA or deploying a new ERP platform, 

ThoughtFocus' Enterprise Network Innovations team provides both in-depth S/4HANA support as well as 

custom solutions that integrate equipment and product data throughout the enterprise to dramatically 

Workforce
engagement 

Big Data a nd 
Internet of Things

Supplier 
engagement 

Customer 
engagement

Digital core SAP S/4HANA 
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ThoughtFocus helps forward-looking companies and organizations in the financial services, 
manufacturing, and higher education/public services sectors innovate and achieve a better future 
faster. ThoughtFocus’ innovative and cutting-edge technology solutions enable its customers to 
deploy new capabilities faster, deliver better user experiences, and drive operating efficiencies. We 
do this through executional excellence and mitigating the risk of change. With headquarters in the 
U.S., the Company has more than 2,100 employees in locations spread across five countries. 

For more information, please visit the company website www.thoughtfocus.com.
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